Arrival Day Procedures
Our arrival begins the night before departure on Saturday, August 17th for an introductory
meeting at the Clarion Hotel Ernst from 19:00 – 21:00. It is at this introductory meeting that
families will bring all required documents (see below). There will not be a meal during this
introduction but rather a time to get to know the staff, the crew, and other families. There will
be a short presentation explaining what to expect as well as time for any questions.
Documents required at Saturday’s introductory meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student’s Passport with all Visas required
Vaccinations/Immunizations card (often called “Yellow Card” or “International
Certificate of Vaccination or Prophylaxis”
Notarized Parental Consent Form for Minors to Travel without Parents
Three passport-size headshots (34*45mm) for on-arrival visas
Printed Medical Form & copy of complete Medical History (including mental)
Medication in Ziplock bag (all prescriptions must be given to the Medic to store)
Printed copy of Signed Terms & Conditions, Code of Conduct, & Sexual Harassment
Policy

On Sunday, August 18th, the students will board the ship at Pier 6 and set sail. In order for
us to accommodate so many families all at once, we ask that you follow this schedule to
reduce crowding:
Last Name beginning with the letters:
A-F

13:00

G-L

13:30

M-R

14:00

S-Z

14:30

Once you arrive you will go through check-in where you will be assigned a watch group and
a student number (which becomes your bunk number & locker number) and you will unpack
your items into your personal lockers so that your luggage can be given pack to your parents
or stored in the shed at Pier 6 (you cannot keep your 70 liter bag on the ship)
At 15:00, Parents will be welcomed aboard for a brief tour of the ship and for final goodbyes.
After the parents return to the dock, the ship will depart and your year abroad begins!

* If you are traveling through several time zones, we highly recommend that you arrive a day
or two early to adjust to the time zone.

You are invited to stay at the Clarion Hotel Ernst using Promo Code: A+World; however, there are
many hotels in the area with different prices and options and you are free to stay anywhere you
want. If you do choose to stay at the Clarion or their other property, Comfort Hotel, here are the
guaranteed rates until rooms are sold out:
Clarion Hotel Ernst
Single room NOK 1290,- (included taxes)
Double room NOK 1490,- (included taxes)
Booking Agent: Cl.Ernst@Choice.no or +47 38 12 86 00
Comfort Hotel Kristiansand
Single room NOK 1090,- (included taxes)
Double room NOK 1290,- (included taxes)
Booking Agent: Co.Kristiansand@Choice.no or +47 38 07 94 00
*They both charge an extra fee of NOK 200 for each extra person.

